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Emily Wright 

An emotively bittersweet and 

rewarding story of family 

and new beginnings; about two 

people coming together to help 

each other heal and hoping for a 

brighter future together. 

Taxi driver Vinnie has recently 

become a single Dad. It’s been an 

overwhelming shock; his wife, 

Paula, is struggling with Bipolar 

Disorder and their family unit is 

an innocent victim of her 

destructive illness. 

One of Vinnie’s regular fares is 

Ellen. The only things Vinnie know 

about Ellen are what he can see: 

her crutches and a scar on Ellen’s 

face which hint at a devastating 

accident and the tragic aftermath 

Ellen is struggling to live with. 

A bond develops between the pair and they tentatively nurture their blossoming 

relationship. Real life is complicated though; there are ghosts from the past to 

lay to rest, as well as present day grief to cope with. Can Vinnie and Ellen be 

stronger together than apart? 

Ciara Geraghty writes with empathy and compassion, combining 

humour with insightful honesty. Characters are evocatively 

portrayed and the tumult of emotions is compelling. I felt the effects of 

Bipolar Disorder were sensitively handled; the frustrations and anger Vinnie 

feels along with an overwhelming sense of powerlessness are all too familiar 



emotions of having a loved one with a mental health illness. 

‘Now That I’ve Found You’ is an apt book for publication in January when many 

of us are making New Year’s resolutions and fresh starts; Vinnie and Ellen are 

two inspiring characters learning to live and love again… 

 

Clair Chaytors  

A beautiful story with warmth and emotion...  

I absolutely loved this book! Ciara has written about Vinnie, a single father 

struggling to raise his son and daughter without the help of his wife who he 

constantly thinks about and waits for her return to the family home. The book is 

based mainly on Vinnie and his viewpoint and I couldn't help but like and 

admire him as Ciara has very warmly but honestly written about his struggle. 

This isn't a book about how much harder it is for dads to look after children as 

single parents than it is for mums, there is actually more to it. It’s more about 

the understanding as a parent and his choices that clicks with the reader 

whether that parent is single or not. Vinnie is doing what he can to be a good 

parent and with his emotions so raw I was rooting for him right from the 

beginning, him being such a decent man. Although Ellen isn't as prominent 

throughout the book as Vinnie her story is still emotionally powerful and it is 

lovely to see her gaining in confidence throughout her association with Vinnie. 

There isn't a fairy tale ending but there is hope as we see Vinnie make a very 

difficult decision about his and his children’s future which again you couldn't 

help but like him all the more for. All of Ciara’s characters are beautifully 

drawn and this book was a delight to read. I'm now a huge fan! 

 

Rachel Hall 

Combining the wit and sparkle of Marian Keyes, the scene and location setting 

of Cathy Kelly and the sensitivity of dealing with difficult issues of Cecelia 

Ahern, this novel epitomises all that is special about the current generation of 

Irish female authors!  If you are looking for an uplifting read to start the New 

Year with, then look no further than Ciara Geraghty! 

‘Now That I've Found You’ is a beautiful portrayal of two very different people 

putting the misery of the past behind them and forging a future together.   

Vinnie is a working class taxi driver and single father to two children, 

struggling to cope with the demands of single parenthood, and seeming to battle 

fires on every front with an insolent teenage daughter, a bed wetting seven year 



old and managing a home-life and career.  His first interactions with a 

previously polite, but always silent regular weekly passenger brings him into 

contact with Ellen, a woman dealing with her own demons, struggling to 

recover from the physical and emotional scars of a serious accident and a 

broken relationship.  On the surface, Vinnie and Ellen should have very little in 

common, but with both having a history of recent life turmoil, they are able to 

empathise and appreciate what the other is feeling.  Their mutual appreciation 

and understanding for each others problems allows them both to take the first 

tentative steps towards a more positive future... 

A delightful story, charmingly told through the voices of two very 

distinct central characters and a cast of well-drawn and colourful 

secondary characters tackling a difficult subject with genuine 

understanding and emotion.  Vinnie, conversational and endearing 

contrasts superbly with Ellen's reflective tone in the letters she writes, but never 

sends to her ex.  Slowly uncovering the back stories behind what has brought 

Vinnie and Ellen to this point in their lives is half the joy, and getting to know 

the characters as they discover each other is superb. 

For all its humour this novel is not short on empathy and the author shows a 

deftness of touch in tackling the subject of how depression, in particular, bipolar 

affective disorder, and how it can impact on a family.  Ciara Geraghty manages 

this sensitivity, with genuine humour whilst also telling a page-turner of a 

story.  This book is not short of depth and packed a real emotional punch for me, 

proving that there is always a reason to keep moving forward after past 

miseries and search for the positive, and that it can be the people you least 

expect in life who can help you discover these new horizons. 

Despite being Geraghty's fifth novel, yet the first I have heard of her work, 

suggests that she has the potential for huge mass market appeal which is yet to 

be tapped outside of Ireland!  Love Reading have uncovered a real treasure here 

which can be held up admirably for comparison alongside the very latest Keyes 

and Ahern novels. 

 

Doreen McKeown  

This is the story of two people, both experiencing a crisis in their lives, who form 

an unlikely friendship, giving them both comfort at a time of need.  

The setting is Dublin, where taxi driver Vinnie is struggling to look after his two 

children in the absence of their mother who has left them all.   His regular 

passenger Ellen, is physically and mentally scarred following a tragic accident.   



As their friendship develops they help each other to cope with their respective 

situations, but there are a few ups and downs along the way.   The story also 

includes some peripheral characters who are well drawn and completely 

credible and entertaining.   There is humour and poignancy in the book, and the 

story is beautifully told. 

Vinnie's story is a first person narration, while Ellen's background and thoughts 

are revealed via a series of letters.  This is the first book I've read by this 

author, but I thoroughly enjoyed it, and will certainly look out for 

more of her work. 

 

Tanya Thurling 

Vinnie and Ellen. Two ordinary people, trying to go about their lives as best as 

they can and deal with the hand that fate has given them. Vinnie is a single dad 

completely winging it every single day, waiting to see if Paula will ever come 

home. And Ellen is trying to pick up the pieces of her life after a terrible accident 

robbed her of everything. Neither is looking for love but sometimes it just 

happens... 

I must say I fell a little bit in love with all the characters in this book 

which to me is the sign of a good book. If you can't connect with the 

characters then the story just doesn't draw you in. Vinnie was my favorite. His 

daily struggle with parenthood made me laugh, sympathize and despair, and he 

wasn't much better in the love department either! And poor, sweet Ellen. She 

really grows throughout the book and you see some big changes in her.  

A lovely, heartwarming story about friendship and love at the most unexpected 

times, in the most unusual places (with a good few laughs thrown in for good 

measure). Definitely well worth a read. 

 

Sarah Harper  

A thoroughly enjoyable, warm hearted read which I would highly 

recommend.  

Vinnie is a single dad in Dublin and his life is not without problems. His wife left 

and he doesn’t know if she’s ever coming back. His teenage daughter has been 

suspended from school and his young son only wants his mum to come home. 

Then there’s Ellen, trying to piece her life back together after an accident which 

has left her physically and emotionally scarred. She’s struggling to survive day 

by day, locked away from the world as she gradually comes to terms with 



what’s happened to her. Vinnie takes her to her weekly counselling sessions in 

his cab and when he has his own accident, something between them clicks. They 

gradually become close as they help and support each other but will they ever 

become more than friends or will life put too many obstacles in their way? 

This was a really well written, feel-good read. It wasn’t overly sickly 

and predictable. The handful of characters it contained were developed very 

well. Young Finn was especially endearing, flamboyant Kenny was great fun 

and Vinnie’s mother was spot-on, a really strong woman. Overall this was a 

thoroughly enjoyable, warm hearted read which I would highly recommend. 

 

 Zarina de Ruiter  

‘Now That I've Found You’ may not be an ordinary man-meets-

woman romantic novel, but its unexpectedness took me by surprise 

and made it a rewarding read in the end.  

Vinnie is a forty-something taxi driver and for all intents and purposes he's a 

single dad to his two children as their mother, his wife, walked out on them 

several years earlier because of psychological problems. His teenage daughter 

is starting to rebel and his young son is still wetting his bed, even though he 

should've grown out of this by now.  

So Vinnie has his hands full at home and he doesn't tend to socialise with many, 

but this changes when he meets Ellen. He's been driving her from her home to a 

physiotherapy clinic every Friday without taking much notice of her, but when 

he has a panic attack in the car and she drives him to the hospital their 

relationship slowly but gradually changes.  

The moment the connect outside of driver/customer was a landmark for the 

both of them; Vinnie because he comes to the realisation that he's not invincible 

and he has to take better care of himself so in turn he can continue taking care 

of his children and Ellen because she hasn't driven a car ever since she got in the 

accident that gave her a nasty scar across her face and the limp for which she 

goes to her weekly physiotherapy sessions.  

So far it sounds like a fairly straightforward romantic novel about two adults 

struggling to find love, but the story is more complicated and unpredictable 

than that. Ellen lost far more than she initially leads on and when Vinnie's wife 

makes a reappearance it seems as if his tentative romance with Ellen is over 

before it has even truly began. 

 



Michelle Hemmingway  

Well written, comfortable read; perfect for curling up with on a 

winter's night.  

'Now that I've Found you' by Ciara Geraghty tells the tale of Vince, a newly 

single parent, and |Ellen who is recovering from her own tragedy.  It is a gentle, 

comforting read; great for curling up with on these long winter nights. 

I must admit that at first I found the pace a little too slow but eventually the 

gentle pace grew on me.  I enjoyed discovering the two main characters 

gradually.  It felt romantic and real at the same time.  Especially, when dealing 

with the everyday and small tragedies which are familiar to almost everyone.  

It also felt refreshing to experience a romantic novel from the point 

of view of the male protagonist.  Vince was a convincing and likable voice 

and the punctuation of Ellen's letters made a nice contrast.  Of course, it was a 

little predictable and not too original but that didn't detract from either the high 

standard of writing or readability of the book. 

 

Holly Kilminster  

In ‘Now That I’ve Found You’ we meet seemingly ‘ordinary’ characters Vinnie 

and Ellen. However, it quickly becomes clear that there’s nothing ordinary 

about these two people. Taxi driver Vinnie is a struggling single dad to two 

children after his wife walked out on her family, and former Doctor, Ellen, is 

coming to terms with her new solitary life after being in a car accident and 

losing her unborn baby. It just so happens that Ellen turns out to be one of 

Vinnie’s fares, and circumstances end up bringing the pair together... 

This is a magical, heart wrenching story about life’s struggles, love 

and the importance of family. I loved Ciara Geraghty’s style of 

writing; it’s warm, realistic and brings the characters to life. As far as 

I was concerned Vinnie was right in front of me, telling his part of the story 

through Ciara’s use of everyday language and the Irish dialogue. 

Set mainly from Vinnie’s point of view it is a delight to read a romance from the 

male perspective. However there’s so much more to this than your average 

romance. Spectacularly written this is one of those touching, addictive stories 

that you’ll struggle to put down.  

This is a magical, heart wrenching story about life’s struggles, love and the 

importance of family, with the added bonus of being mainly told from the male 

perspective, something which isn’t all that common in this genre. 



Ciara Geraghty is an author who I have never had the pleasure of reading 

before, but I fully intend to change that after discovering ‘Now That I’ve Found 

You’. It was warm, funny, sad and hugely real. 

I loved the style in which this novel was presented, particularly as Vinnie’s parts 

are written exactly how Vinnie speaks. Short sentences, Irish pronunciations, 

the lot...however I really liked this as I could practically hear Vinnie telling me 

the story in my head; it really brought him and all of the other characters to life 

for me. 

Ellen’s contributions to the story are through letters which she has been advised 

to write to her former husband after losing her baby in a tragic car accident, 

which has left her scared and on crutches. I really enjoyed reading from both 

parties perspectives about the relationship and I was immediately engrossed in 

Ellen and Vinnie’s story right from when they first met. 

This is not one of those ‘love at first sight’ stories and that’s one of the things I 

enjoyed about ‘Now That I’ve Found You’. Vinnie and Ellen’s relationship 

progresses slowly, alongside all of the separate happenings of their lives, giving 

you time to get to know them as they get to know one another. 

I adored both Vinnie and Ellen. You couldn’t find more likeable, vulnerable 

characters and I desperately wanted a happy ever after for both of them after 

all that they’d been through. These two are in no way perfect and Ciara never 

shies away from that, essentially proving that they are only human, just like the 

rest of us and therefore making the whole story a lot more ‘real’. The characters 

personalities, including Vinnie’s children Kerry and Finn are captured perfectly. 

I also loved Vinnie’s friend, Kenny (mainly for his fashion sense...)  

Whilst there are humorous, light hearted moments to this story there’s also a 

much darker side too, particularly with Vinnie’s first wife, Paula and the 

difficulties that she faced. It’s one of those stories that will have you laughing 

one minute and then bawling your eyes out the next. 

‘Now That I’ve Found You’ is a delight of a story. There’s so much more to this 

than your average romance and I found this to be a spectacularly written, 

touching, extremely addictive story that I struggled to put down. 

Whilst I was sad to finish this story I am now really looking forward to reading 

more form Ciara Geraghty... 

www.bookaholicconfessions.wordpress.com 

Twitter: @BookaholicHolly 

 



 

Maz Tucker  

Great book, with really believable characters. You will be egging 

them on throughout the book.  

It is a really good story and with lots of ups and downs. There are a couple of 

twists that will get you. As a new comer to Ciara Geraghty, I will be looking out 

more of the books. 

 

Bethany Dimmock  

A great book for anyone looking for a tale about real people: an easy 

read.  

Run of the mill taxi driver and single parent, Vinnie, unexpectedly meets Ellen, 

who has her own past to come to terms with throughout the course of the novel.  

The novel provides less of an ‘extraordinary’ love story, but rather one which 

tells of the ordinary trials and tribulations of family life, meaning the reader 

can easily empathize with the protagonists.  

The male-led narrative provides a nice change from similar books from this 

genre, and although I felt the plot was a little slow paced at times, Geraghty 

successfully breaks up the novel by including letters written by Ellen.  

Although not usually my cup of tea, this is a pleasant tale of ordinary family 

relationships and will provide an enjoyable story for anyone looking for an easy 

read. 

Twitter:  @BethanyAmber94 

 

Margaret Madden  

One of my favourite authors, this is a real gem of a book.  Perfect for 

fans of Cecelia Ahern.  A truly gifted storyteller.  

Ellen is housebound after an accident, only getting to venture out once a week 

when she has physiotherapy.  

Vinnie is learning to cope with being a single dad and has forgotten what it is 

like to be himself anymore. 

A regular taxi fare eventually leads to a form of friendship that neither person 

has wanted, expected or even realised that they needed. 



This novel is not only warm, clever and moving, it has some of the most 

wonderful supporting characters that I have read in years.  Vinnie’s friend, 

Kenny, is a modern day Fonzie, all swish and swagger, with a vintage 

wardrobe to die for.  Full of random advice and words of wisdom, he would be a 

welcome addition to any circle of friends.  Vinnie’s mother is one of those salt-

of-earth Mammies that are well loved in Irish fiction.  

This story is not one of dramatic events.  It has touches of depression, loneliness 

and broken families and trust.  It is not full of lessons to be learned, just basic 

knowledge that sometimes family and friends are all you need.  I admire Ciara 

Geraghty for not trying too hard to make this a book of morals, as sometimes 

that comes across as twee.  She has a talent for storytelling, similar to Cecelia 

Ahern, which deserves to be recognised. Give this Irish author a chance, you 

won’t be disappointed… 

Twitter: @margaretbmadden /Facebook.com/MargaretBonassMadden 

www.BleachHouseLibrary.Blogspot.ie 

 

Claire Simms  

A love story about two ordinary people whose lives change in different ways 

and never thought they'd find love.  

This is the 1st book I've read by this author & I wasn't disappointed it's about a 

taxi driver Vinnie whose wife left him with their 2 children & Ellen who'd been 

in a serious car crash. Vinnie drives Ellen to the physio every week which 

changes both their lives with a few twists along the way. Excellent read will 

definitely read another from this author. 

 

 

 

 

 


